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Forty-fifth year, number eight

Expression, Justice, Educalion, &holarship

The ~ludenl Press musl remain free.

Gov. Bush visits UTPA campus,
dedica tes engine ering buildin g
Don't forget to
tum those
clocks back
this weekend

p. 14

Midnight

Madness
centerspread
pictorial

Joe Zambrano
News Editor
After a long awaited engineering
campaign and a $23-m.illion commitment, the dreams of many came true
as Gov. George W. Bush Monday
afternoon dedicated the Engineering
building, proclaimed as one of the
best undergraduate engineering facili ties in the state.
Conveying a strong message
across campus at the inauguration
Bush said, "It is crystal clear in my
mind. What Texans can dream,
Texans can do."
A crowd, approximately 300 attendees1 consisting of students, elected
officials, staff and faculty gathered as
Bush congratulated the university.
"You have an opportunity that is just
fabulous. And I am proud to be governor of a state that is providing this
wonderful opportunity for you."
Bush feels the new programs will

See BUSH p. 4

Jimmy Garcia/"" Pan American

Gov. Bush answers student questions and addresses concerns after the dedication ceremony.
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Saturday.
Assorted
the mood for
frantically
placed
Midni
the best
said Tim
basketball coach.
Students slid, jumped and
screamed their way through
ous competitions conducted by
campus organizations including,
Phi Kappa Theta, RHA donn rats.

See MADNESS, p. 5
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Fire officials question safety practices
at UT-Austin
AUSTIN (AP) - Fire officials are questioning
the safety of chemical storage practice at the
University of Texas chemistry building after a
weekend fire caused $300,000 in damage, the
Austin American-Statesman reported.
The six-alarm fire at Welch Hall on Saturday
was the fifth there in 2 1/2 years, said Ron

Buys, hazardous materials engineer for the
Austin Fire Department.
The fire ignited about 9 :30 a.m. Saturday in a
fifth-floor laboratory when a postdoctoral
researcher began to dispose of odium u ed in
an experiment, univer ity officials aid.
In its pure form, sodium is a highly active

metal that reacts violently with water to produce highly inflammable hydrogen gas.
No one was injured in the fire, but 90 fuefighters - about half the city's force - were
called in to contain and extinguish the fire.
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Fuentes heads Abrego's drug empire
McALLEN, Texas (AP) - While Juan Garcia
Abrego awaits sentencing for his conviction on
drug and money-laundering charges, his burgeoning drug empire continues under the control of his past partner, federal officials say.
Amado Carrillo Fuentes, who now controls
much of Mexico' cocaine pipeline, confounds
law enforcement official on both side of the
Rio Grande now that Garcia Abrego sit alone

in a Houston jail cell.
"Carrillo Fuente is clearly No. 1 in Mexico
now," said Donald Ferrarone, special agent in
charge of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency
in Houston. "He' smarter than Garcia Abrego
and has better busine techniques."
Authoritie ay Carrillo Fuentes appear to
be adding the Matamoros and Reyno a vicinities to the empire, extending from Guadalajara

to the northernmost tip of Mexico.
Garcia Abrego's luck ran out last January
near Monterrey, Mexico, after he spent a year
on the FBI's " 10 Most Wanted List."
La t week, he was found guilty of 22 counts
of trafficking nearly 15 tons of cocaine and
illegally laundering some $10.5 million.

ApartIDent blaze
kills 3
residents juIDp
froID balconies
GARLAND. Texas (AP) -As residents lept from second-floor halconies to escape a prcdawn fire in their suburban apa1tment building, Dorothy Chism dashed back into the flames to rescue two children, one of them her own. he died in her effort, as did the children.
The Sunday morning fire gutted the two- tory building in the
Village of Eastgate, an apartment complex in the northeast Dalla
suburb.
Many residents, their front doors blocked by fi re, e caped by
j umpi ng from their balconie , aid Steve Strempke, a spoke man for
the Garland Fire Department.
Ms. Chi m, 42, and a man were trying to lead her daughter,
Danyell Powell, 9, and the girl' friend, Creola Thomp on, 11 , to a
balcony and safety when the chi ldren became di oriented by make.

Local businesses attempt to attract Halloween customers with displays

Poll: Texans favor immigration, but
worry about costs
HOUSTO (AP) - About half of Texans are
satisfied with current immigration levels, and
more than half oppose higher taxes to better
enforce immigration law, according to a
Houston Chronicle poll.
However, the newspaper poll also showed
that most worry that newcomers to the United
States increase costs for public services. under-

mine education and contribute to crime.
"There's nothing wrong with letting some
people in .. , said retired lab technician Ervin
Williams of Temple. a poll respondent. "I
mean. this is the Unikd States. Let some come
in and get a taste of it."
The poll found that while Texans aren't completely convinced immigrants take jobs from

the native-born. they think the tate · Hi panic
newcomer are increa ingly likely to cost them
money.
··Jf they come with their 14 kids and the
American people have to pay. well, that' just
not fair,'' aid Vera Penn, a poll re pondent and
retired nurse from Whitney in Central Texas.
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Austin professo r speaks out against
tenure review
Renae Merle

Associated Press Writer
AUSTIN - Last year, Univer ity of Texa
professor Alan Cline was admittedly a pain in
his administration's side. He led a politically
charged debate condemning the decision to
name a campus building for Jim Bob Moffett,
chief executive officer of Freeport McMoRan,

Inc.
Alleged environmental and human rights
abuses by the company, which Freeport
emphatically denied, pitted some faculty member and tudents against the admini tration. In
the end, campu prote t that included burning
Moffett' likene s in effigy did little to change
the administration's mind.
But they drew tatewide media attention
and led to UT Sy tern Chancellor William
Cunningham giving up hi po ition on
the company' board of director .
Cline, a tenured part of the university's faculty for 18 year , fear that his
ability to lead uch protests might be
compromi ed if a propo al to make
it easier to dismiss tenured faculty
members passes the Legislature.
"Had I not had the guarantee
of a position and the idea that
my academic freedom wa protected, I would have been
putting my future and my family's future on the line," Cline
said.
To gain tenure at a major
university, faculty members
endure a six-year process
during which they are
graded on teaching and
research skill . After
tenure is granted, the
professor can only be
fired for cause - defined
a incompetence or
immoral behavior.
But it's that job ecurity that ha many citizen balking, said Sen. Bill Ratliff, R-Mount
Plea ant, former head of the Senate Education
Committee.
The committee recommended thi ummer
that universities be required to set up a system
of post-tenure review that would make it easier
to fire faculty who get bad student and peer
evaluations two year in a row.
Universities would not be forced to dismiss
the professor, but bad evaluations would be
considered a valid reason to dismiss a tenured
faculty member.
"There is widespread feeling that because of
tenure, you have faculty not pulling their
weight," Ratliff said. "The public is not going
to continue to hear this. I think that it is a
problem with the citizens of Texas."

chronic problem i identified, a faculty member could be informally pressured to retire or
to find another job.
Some critic have said tenured faculty member pend too little time in the cla sroom,
instead devoting more hour to research, he
aid.
But Oberhelman said that's not fair. "You
don't judge a mini ter for pending three hour
a week before the church," he aid. "You
houldn 't judge a profe or for pending
12 hour a week in cla ."
Typically, profe or work
about 52 hours a
May, 1996 -Texas Senate Education
week, Oberhelman
committee proposed legislation for a
said.
-faculty evaluation policy.
Rather than
implement the
August 20, 1996 - Chancellor Cunningham established a
_ committee to design guidelines for the periodic review of plan formulattenured faculty.
ed by Ratliff,
univer ity ysSeptember 9, 1996 - Following a meeting of the commituch as
tems
guidelines.
of
draft
first
a
distributed
-tee, the Chancellor
University of
Texas have
- Sept. 171996 - Faculty Advisory Council met with Senator
to formubegun
Ratliff. The FAC passed a resolution asking for a delay
own
their
late
meeting.
Board
until the February
tenure review
plans.
Sept. 20, 1996 - The Chancellor distributed another draft of
has
Cunningham
guidelines. Input was asked from all parts of the UT System by
a
ed
propo
October 23.
proce that would
include a peer review
Oct. 7, 1996 - A committee of the FAC met with the
every five years, but
Chancellor to present three principles that the FAC feels must
officials haven't settled on
be part of any policy on post tenure review.
a plan.
"This is like discu ing abortion at a Catholic university. Thi
is emotional," aid UT Executive
"There is a great deal
Pre ident and Provo t Mark
Vice
of variation in type of univer ities,"
Yudof.
he said. ''The methodologies for thi type of
The UT System Faculty Advi ory Council is
review need to be left up to in titutions."
formulating its own plan for post-tenure
Charles Zucker, executive director of the
review to pre ent to the UT System Board of
Texas Faculty A sociation, said legislator
Regent .
may not be aware of current safeguards.
"We are not oppo ed to review of faculty,"
"I don't think legislator have any idea how
said Cline, who chair the council. "We
often we are evaluated,"'Zucker aid.
already believe we've got a lot of review."
He aid most univer itie evaluate their facHe said faculty member are concerned at
ulty members annually and have mechani m
of having to repeatedly earn their
prospect
professors.
in place to dismiss incompetent
.
tatu
tenure
laZucker aid he also worrie that the legi
two bad year , you're out in the
have
you
"If
tion could put a damper on recruiting efforts
street," Cline said of Ratliff's proposal.
that already suffer because of 'very poor' facThe idea has the potential to scare out poken
ulty salarie .
profe ors, particularly on smal ler university
The Texas A&M Sy tern Board of Regents
campuses, he aid.
passed a resolution requiring a post-tenure
"If you just look at the numbers, a person
review process last year, but left it up to each
has a better chance of being a major league
of its institutions to actually write the plans.
baseball player than getting tenure at a Ph.D
"If a person is incompetent, they can be
computer sciences department," Cline
granting
said
review,"
removed without post-tenure
said. "We're not talking about something that
Steven Oberhelman, chairman of the Texas
lets in the hordes."
A&M University Faculty Senate.
Oberhelman said few tenured faculty are
fired through the official process. He said if a

Sen. Teel Bivin , R-Amarillo, who ha taken
over a Education Committee chairman, said
he plan to submit po t-tenure review legi lation when the Legi lature convene in January.
"What I want i a system that ha ome
accountability," Bivins aid.
Bivins said he would prefer that each university develop its own policy.

-
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Programs avail
to graduating
students
David Sandoval requests information on
law chool from Lilly Gutierrez, law student from St. Mary's University School of
Law.
The Graduate and Professional School
Fair is a yearly event lated for graduating
tudents wanting to further their career in
pet:ialized field .
The fair i not re tricted to enior , and
intere ted undergraduate may attend
future fairs.

BUSH from p. l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
open new doors to people of this community. "It is a place where
people will be able to realize their dreams," he said.
In addition, he believes the faculty's goal to educate and place in
jobs is inspiring. "I want to educate a child so that person can go find

work. I can't think of a more nobler cause," Bush said.
In a world of of constant changes in technology, Bush feels an education should be relevant to the working world. "Fiber optics is becoming the barbed-wire of the 21st century. There are a lot of exiting things
going on and as technology changes our education establishments must
be relevant. It (education) must stay with the change."

You're planning to apply for graduate school.
You want to do your best on the
GRE or GMAT examination.
Give yourself the competitive edge!

GRE/GMAT
Test Preparation Courses
• Test-Taking techniques
• Comprehension & reasoning strategies
• The "rule of guessing"
• Time-saving methods

ORTHOPAEDiC
INSTITUTE
Specializing in Sports Medicine
Arthroscopic Outpatient Surgery of the shoulder and knee.
Bill Snyder, M.D.
Mike Sweeney, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeons

Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic injury Fracture Care
Joint Replacement On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen

The University of Texas-Pan American
Center for Continuing Education
2412 South Closner
Edinburg, Texas

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

Ille Honor

Student Discount Card

A\
Call 384-5900
for more information now...
classes start October 30!

Tel. 210.686.2669

CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING DAY AND EVENING HOURS.

The University of Texas,.

~ Pan America

7:00 A.M. • 10: P.M.
(Sun • Thurs)

7:00 A.M. -Midnight
(Fri & Sat)

LACASA
Authentic

~DEL TACO

f

Mexican Food
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Naval school awards grant to department
Gracie Gonzales
"" Pan American
The Computer Science
Department is expecting funding
for research and development for
the next 3 years. The NASA proposal grew out of a small UTPA
Faculty Research Council grant
that was used in 1995.
The funding originate from the
Naval Post-graduate School that i
working directly through NASA.
The grant includes funding for up
to four students, at both the graduate and undergraduate level .
Additional funding i al o available for traveling expen e ,
NASA installation , and to various computer conference about
robotics and the pre entational
results.

"This is the kind of project that
can help to 'round out' a tudent'
re ume, howing that not only can
they get good grades in the cla room they can al o do ome 'real'
work a part of a team effort," Dr.
Michael el on, computer cience
department, aid.
Dr. Nel on i the coordinator of
the grant for UTPA. Having been
on the staff at NPS, he offers an
advantage of familiarity with the
purpo e of the grant.
Other UTPA Computer Science
faculty will al o be involved
including Dr. Fox, who will be
providing hi experti e in artificial
intelligence and Dr. Meng, who
will be providing distributed y tern and imulation experti e.
The research involve Control
Architecture (STESCA) for use in

MADNESS from p . ....__ _ _ _ _ _ __
UTPA-ROTC.
Contests ranged from best painted face and signs to best chants and
dances. It was a smorgasbord of events.

robotic vehicle . Thi approach
u e three level of oftware to
control the robot. The top trategic level is u ed to expre a mi ion for the vehicle. The main
idea i to be able to relate a ta k
for the robot to be accompli h.
The middle tactical level i concerned with how to take the mi ion from the top level and convert it into the lower level commands to control the variou component .
Software development will proceed u ing an object-oriented
method. Thi and other related
method for the trategie are
ba ed upon the rational Behavior
Model STESCA, which i being
developed at NP in Monterey,
CA.
RBM ha been ucce fully u ed

Midnight madnes wa pon ored, this year, by Circle K, Valley CocaCola and the Bronc Sixth Man Team.
Even though basketball officially started Saturday on campus, practice
began on the 15th. Somewhere in the background during all this, the
men's and women's basketball team crimmaged a game of "B-Ball".

MARK DOWN PRICES!

We have marked all our prices!! Remember we are the
Famous Name Brands Factory Low, low Prices, but no during our
Mark Down Sale, we have marked down even more!
HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION!
Available in white with
COTTON/POLYESTER BLEND

beautiful lilac floral print
retails at $14.99

&t PATO MEXICAN FOOD TO GO VALLEY-WIDE
Conv,ni,nt d,livery available to businesses and medical offices in Edinburg
area only with Ten dollar minimum Monday through Saturday 8 am to 2 pm

October

Undf>r wire in 2 stvles
Available in 2 colors
sizes 32 tnrv 38
Retail at $12.00

I

Carne Guisada, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans, I Tortilla .. .... .. . . .. .. $ I. 99
with Ice Cold 16 oz. Coke . ............ . .$1.49

Specials

I Beef Pato, or I Crispy. or I Cheese Enchilada

vou~i~~:E,'EM Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans ..... . .... . .. . ... ... .. . .. . . .$1.99
with Ice Cold 16 oz. Coke .... . . ... . .. . .. . ... . . . . ... ... ... $1.49

ct
10¼ DISCOUNT
to all students,
staff and facultv.

fOTTON/POLYESTER BLEND

in controlling a robot submarine.
However, there are evera1 re triction within each of the three level involved, and the goal i to do
away with a many re triction a
po ible.
"We are working clo ely with
the tudent and faculty at PS
and the initial ver ion of STESCA
will run on a ubmarine at NPS."
Nel on aid.
"In the econd year of the project, we plan to purcha e wheeled
robot for u e here at UTPA,
developing an approach that will
work in both underwater and land
robot , re ulting in the intere t of
the robotic community. Bottom
line i that it hould be a fun project to work on ."

Must preserlt
UTPA I.D.

2 Cheese Enchiladas,
Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans
& Ice Cold 16 oL Coke
HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY. OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.-SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. FOR FASTER
SERVICE CALL AHEAD. CCoQ~C~ lOCD.11. IJ$11 iji CALL 383-0725

Ulhere"s Reuben & Flac.o?
Assorted colors styles
and sizes
Retail $4.99

COTTON/POLYESTER BLEND

At

Reuben

&ce IBiliitfr@

Sandwich

Store Hours: Mon. - Sat . • 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
WKOLESAI.ERS!
If YOU'RE
IITEREmDIN
I\IYIIII WH01.ESALE,
CAU. Mffl (STORE
lWIACERl FOR MORE
INFOIINATIIINI

LINGERIE MANUFACTURER

-

OUTLET

-

I

~

I

100 SOUTH BROADWAY, McALLEN, TX
687-7256 (DIVISION OF VANITY FAIR) 687-7 256

EVERY HALF
HOUR WE'LL BE
ANNOUNCING
OVER THE
INTERCOM
SPECIAL DEALS!

~cfi

Shaved & steamed Corned
Beef stacked on NY rye
wrth German mustard
wrne
kraut. Swrss cheese &

$ ~r •.n

(Only 240 calones). Pita pock•
ets stuffed wrlh shaved lurl<ey
breasl. lettuce. lomatoes &
our hOuse dressing

$ 4 •SO

:Sllnacll Le lB [l.S t_t D
709 N. 10th • Fax 682-7146

Take out Orders
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Board approves master's degree
Lydia Puente
n, Pan American

A new master' program wa recently
approved by the Texa Higher Education
Coordinating Board for UTPA.
The board approved a Master of Science
in Computer Science program.
Professor Pearl Brazier, chair of the computer cience department, aid a full launch of
the ma ter program should begin in Fall
1997.

She said the need for such a program arose
after people inquired about ma ter's degree in
computer science.
"Right after we joined the UT system and
there was talk of UTPA gaining more masters
degree , we received one or two phone calls
asking u when we were planning to start a
masters program," she said.
She said intere t has come not only from
current student and former graduates but also
college graduates in from other areas of the
country.

She said she feels the increased interest is
due to the changing times.
"More recently, places like UTBrown ville, STCC, TSTC and companies in
the area have people who need graduate level
training in this area," she said.
Brazier said she hopes to offer one graduate level class this spring with other additional
classes to be offered in Fall 1997.
The program will include 36 hours of
work with a master's project required of all
students.

Campus booths ready for early voters
Lydia Puente
.,. Pan American

Get your pencil ready. Early voting on campu will begin at 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Monday in the library.
The univer ity community affairs committee of SGA tayed bu y
Friday as they put up posters and made flyers to advertise the event.
Sylvia Mugica, chair of the committee, said they were approached
by the Hidalgo County Elections Committee to help get the word out
to the students.
Mugica said all students who are residents of Hidalgo County and

registered to vote are eligible.
El ewhere on campus, student political groups are doing their part
to keep the students informed.
The Young Democrats and Young Republicans are planning a
debate with the Ruben Hinojosa and Tom Haughey, candidates for the
District 40 seat of the House of Representatives.
The debate is tentatively scheduled during activity period Tuesday
in the auditorium of the School of Business.
For more information on the debate, call 381-3341.

(Giro~~ ~iro~ §~@m ~~ir
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$1 .50 beer all night
$1 .25 beer during game
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Free Botana during game
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Clinton, Dole remark on affirmative action

II

ELECTION 96

has been around, but I have also
worked hard to give people a
chance to prove that they are qualified.
And that's why I must say I agree
with Gen. Colin Powell, that we're
not there yet. We ought to keep
making those extra-effort affirmative action programs the law and
the policy of the land.

lI

Issue:
Affirmative action
Here are the answers of the
major presidential candidates
to the question:

''Do you feel that
America has grown
enough and has
educated itself
enough to totally
cut out affirmative
action?"

Bill Clinton
Bill Ointon-No, I don't. I am
against quotas, I'm against giving
anybody any kind of preference for
something they're not qualified for.
But because I still believe that there
is ome discrimination and that not
everybody has an opportunity to
prove they are qualified, I favor the
right kind of affinnative action.
I've done more to eliminate programs, affirmative action programs,
that I didn 't think were fair and to
tighten others up than my predecessors have since affirmative action

there by giving preferences and
quotas. I supported that route for
some time, and again, I think it gets
back to experience - a little experience, a little age, a little intelligence. And I noticed that nobody
was really benefitting except a very
small group at the top. The average
person wasn't benefitting. People
who had the money were benefitting. People who got all the jobs
were benefiting.
This is America. No discrimination. Discrimination ought to be
punished, but there ought to be
equal opportunity. We ought to
reach out and make certain everybody has a chance to participate.
Equal opportunity, but we cannot
guarantee equal results in America.
That's not how America became the
greatest country on the face of the
Earth.
The Associated Press

Bob Dole
Bob Dole - Well, we may not be
there yet, but we' re not going to get

.
- .

RESTAURANT / ENTERTAINME NT CENTE

WHEN IN ROME DO
AS ROMAN S DO
TE~ M S
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ALPA KAPPA PSI (AKY)

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSO. (AMA)
AM. S. MECHANICAL ENGINEER (ASME)
ST. SO. ANUF. ENGINEERS (SSME)
I TAP A KEG (ITK)
LASO (LASO)
GAMBLING GILD (GG)
FENSS
ncing Contest 200 CASH and prizes
grill room 10 pm M"' ~@~~ ©@~if~®if
~ ~ !P)lri~~
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Election time is right around the corner
o prepare yourself. Prepare yourself for
one of the most important decisions of your
life.
We, as students, must take voting seriously. We must express ourselves by choosing
our leaders who will serve our interests,

1f 1-r SAf"£
TD TAic £ Orf /AY

H".-IET r° 11 -rl/(
AT140Sff//C~

H-.,tr~

desires, and needs.
Many criticize young voters for their apathy. Voter turnout for people between 18
and 25 bas been low for many yean. 1bat
Is why many poUtidam are not taking us
seriously.
We do not seem to care, ao why should

___,,

-

- ,-,

they?

We mmt mak a statement this election.
The rising cmt of tuition and cuts In ftnan.
dal aid will eventnaUy leave oar cbDclren
out in the cold witb hi
education oat of
reach. We must get out there and ote for
tbe candidates ho will serve us.
Sure, other
are Just as importantaffirmative action, abortion, welfare
reform, immigration, to name only a few, so
decide what is important to you. Regardless
of who you vote for, just vote.
Let your voices be beard. Tell every
politician you are a force to be reckoned
with.

mues

J UST VOTE, DAMMIT! ! !

~~v-

Dear Editor,
I was happy to ee the article in The
Pan American about the GLOBAL student organization (dated October 10th).
I think that the article was well written
in tating both the purpo e of GLOBAL
and the di crimination which it member have been experiencing around the
UTPA campu . However, I was disappointed that my views were not repreented a clearly as I would have liked.
Therefore, I would like to tate them
more clearly here.
In the new Catechi m of the Catholic
Church, #2358 tate : ''The number of
men and women who have deep eated
homo exual tendencie i not negligible. They do not choo e their horn exual condition; for mo t of them, it i a

Editor

The

Pan American
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trial. They must be accepted with
respect, compassion, and sensitivity.
Every sign of unjust discrimination in
their regard should be avoided."
The stance that I will take as a campus minister at UTPA and that we will
take as a student organization is this:
''We will accept with respect, compassion and ensitivity every person whom
we will encounter, whether they are heterosexual or homo exual." I also call on
other organization to take a similar
tance, o that there will be no more
di crimination toward the member of
GLOBAL or any other organization on
campu .
Marilyn Hagerty
Young Adult Catholic Mini try
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fouCall

Dear Editor and fellow student :
I read the newspaper article on GLOBAL,
and I hope that I am not the only one who was
disappointed in what Marilyn Hagerty and
Ismael Garza said about homosexuality. First
of all, I hope that many Christians understood
the implication of what Marilyn Hagerty said
about the Catholic Church not approving of
homosexuality and dealing with the fact that
"If they are Christians then we have to deal
with that too."
The Catholic Church is not the only
Christian organization that does not condone
homosexuality. Every Christian Church in the
truest meaning of being Christian does not
condone homosexuality. But we pray for the
people struggling with homosexuality. We talk
to them with love as a Christian brother or
Sister; for Jesus died on the cross for many
sins, including homosexuality and we explain
to them the consequences of their lifestyle.
"Do you not know that the unrighteous will
not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be
deceived. Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor
adulters, nor homosexuals, nor sodomities, nor
thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards , nor revilers, nor extortioners will inherit the kingdom
of God" (I Corithians 6:9-10).
This verse not only ays that homosexuality
and the other sins are bad but they will keep
you from God forever. Second of all, if you are
struggling with homosexuality and a
"Christian", or just a homo exual, under tand
that God love you and want you to get rid of

thi sin and that you have the power to overcome that sin. It will take a great amount of
prayer and repenting, but it can happen.
Do not be afraid of asking prayer from
Christians who you know. And for tho e who
feel that homosexuality is the gravest sin a person can commit and and are not willing to pray
for anyone who asks for prayer in this area,
you are judged as a hypocrite not only by the
person who you did not want to pray for but
by God.
I also want to say that the argument of a biological gene causing sexual preference has
some truths in it but not the way that cientists
are arguing. From the Bible we know that
there is life in the blood that run in our bodies, "For the life of the flesh i in the blood."
(Leviticu 17: 11 ). We also know that any sin
we commit is carried down to the seventh generation - whether that in i homosexuality,
adultery, lying, or la civiou ne s.
Your descendant will be affected by it. It i
up to the individual to give in to that in. The
sin sometime doesn't manife t itself for a
generation or two, but it is still there and people have to fight it to keep it from manife ting.
I agree with educating the community with
the dangers of AIDS and homo exuality. I do
not agree with the fact that our rights a
Chri tian are being put a ide for omeone
else. If that is the kind of thinking that people

BRONC -0- LYMPICS

November 15, 1996
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
At the Quad

----------·······-----------------------Registration fee is $5 per
tea1n 1ne1nber and deadline i~
ove1nber 12, l 996
Apply at UC 305 until 4:00 p.n1.
Open to ALL student
SponM,nd l,y lN" VNYC'Ult\, r,oeu11, Bo.uJ

r..,Sh!MoltS,,,,,almA, W«J.
O(hCf ol S11.idtnt ~ l ~ n t . Dl"1s.on of Stud,ni Afr, ,n
II tpc<u.l accommodaocwu art n«tnuY. piu.w- call I.he OfT,ct o/ S1u&N A.ru"'1ttct
u (2 10) 381-3676 at kul S d1Y1 pnor to tht tvotnt M> app,opnuc amngtrncnu can be nudt

have, then may I remind you of the hard hip
that many race such as blacks, hispanic ,
asians faced to keep their rights as human
beings and if that thinking had been the majority, then we would not have the freedom that
we have now. I will also remind everyone of
the loving God we have who loved us and
wanted to keep His creation pure that He
de troyed Sodom and Gomorrah and the people during the times of Noah who tried to corrupt his children (Bad company corrupts good
morals). God will only tolerate the hurt His
children are going through for a while before
he avenges his children.
And editor, it is not discrimination that
Christians feel against homosexuals. It is the
fact that as Christians we can not compromise
with the world around us, because then we are
men pleasers and not God pleasers. We were
made for Hi pleasure not for Satan's. We
deserve our rights as Christians too, and tho e
rights are being put aside when the world comprorni e to give homosexuals and other
group the right to offend u in the way they
want whether it i pornography, lasciviousness,
foul language, or so called art.
Remember that we have one judgement and
our judger is God and He has declared judgement to the world through the Bible. Pick your
destiny- heaven or hell.

Juanita Rodriguez

THANKS FOR MAKING MIDNIGHT
MADNESS '96 THE BEST EVER!!

PHI KAPPA THETA
BACCHUS/GAMMA
NSSLHA
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
AHA DORM RATS
R.O.T.C.
YOUNG ADULT CATHOLIC MINISTRY
PHI SIGMA KAPPA

"TOGETHER WE ATTACK"
FROM THE UTPA BRONCS & LADY BRONCS
BASKETBALL PROGRAMS
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free pizza, music,
fellowship, word

college age only
"18-28"
7:30 p.m.
date:October

28

abundant grace
community church
2110 s. mccoll

It's About Honesty, Fairness, Integrity...
Ms. Hinojosa:

Judge Alvarez:
• No paid political consultants.
Volunteer campaign workers.
Not a politician.

• Has paid political consultants.
Has paid campaign workers.
Experienced politician.

• Supports charitable and
community organizations with
her own money.

• Uses campaign contributions
to support community and
charitable organizations.

• Has limited attorneys' individual
contributions to S1,000.00 per
attorney.

• Has accepted over $100,000
in political contributions from
attorneys and law firms.

• Is a full time Judge-starting
court at 8:15 am and often
working into the evening.

• Called comparing hours
"silly," saying regular hours
do not work for judges

and Yes... It~ About Time!
G

139TH

DISTRICT

COURT
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UTPA +STCC STUDENTS NO COVER All NIGHT

ALL DRINKS e. fill ~&O ALL

,f).I!,

NIGHT

NEW WAUE KARA KE
c k NIOH T CONTEST
e!'

is

100% Classic Sin

-..-or

Prescription Oakley Eyewears &
Oakley Sunglasses Available At

2%o
VisionCa re

Dr. Fred Farias, OPTOMETR IST
WE NOW PROVIDE SAME DAY
EYEWEAR SERVICE
Eye Exams • Contact Lenses
• Fashion Evewear

1313 S, 1Ofh

{Nexf to Luby SI

630-2020

2 DOORS SOUTH FROM PREVIOUS LOCATION

><

I

,

.I
~

Phi Kappa Theta
+ B104 Live

PIEi~ SE
SfRJ
•,II\
•

•

rl,l ◄,'"ul, $100
WLllClV
~~.,.

$'1000 Gr.111<1

>rt/e

9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~

\NORL D

TECHN O

WORL D
KARAOKE

.\1ncrican &
lnlmmlioual ., lt"ic

TRANCE - RAVE
TECHNO MUSIC

INTEl~N,\'i'ION ,\I.
l>ISCll + ltllCI<

PART Y PART Y

TU ES DA YS

UTPA & STCC Students No Cover Till 11
~ INTERNAeIEJNAb
DB
......._ Kb
"100% Dance Music From Mexic o"
Enjoy Different Shows - Live Mariachis - B104 Live

Speciar Musicar Guest

CROSSF,RE

75¢ Drink s 75¢ Beer 8 - 1 O
KbllB ,c ALTERNATIVE LJl:"V '"B INRRNATIONAI.
INTERNAEIENAb NIGH T U.IUAC ml KARAOKE
PANO!. Bes!Of

With food, games & cosfume

confesf.
Saturday , October 26, 1996
At fhe UTPA FierdJ,ouse
7 :00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Adm;ss;on FREE fo arr UTPA
Sfudenfs and Generar Pubric

to you by H,e
Univenity Program Board!

Broug,i f

You, Student Sennce Fee,: At Workl
Office of Student Development. Division of Stu,lent Affa!N.
If "pedal accammod.t.tions, are necc«al"'J. plea<e call the
Office of Student Activitie• at (210) 381 -3676
at least 5 day• prior to the event•" that
appropriate arragements can be made.

WORL D

PART Y.

American &
lntcmational ,tusic

·

he Best OF SlngToYourFavortte

Left to Right Salvador Martinez, Ignacio Taboa and
Rolando Cruz jr. proudly repre ent their organization.

Photos by:
Jimmy Garcia
Design Layout by:
Joe Zambrano

Bucky Bronc
UTPA mascot

Univer ity
cheerleader·

I
t.
I

I1 •

I

Contestant enters
sock-sliding contest

Ruby Sanchez, criminal justice
fre ·hmen, stares in awe.
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Students answer questionnaire

Should same-sex marriage s be legalized ?
Leah Daye White, freshman -

Kyle Husted, junior -

No. Although I have some gay friends. same sex marriages arc not right or
acceptable to me. They are an abomination and are wrong by the words of God .
I don't think it would be a healthy environment to raise a child. It would only
confuse the child, and it would probably never learn what true family values are.
Traditionally, children are supposed to be raised by two parents: a mother and a
father. It is my opinion that we should tisJc with what works.

It does not matter to me. I believe that love is gender-blind. Marriage is an
emotional bond between two people who love each other deeply. It should not
matter if the per on you love happens to be the same sex as you are. It does
not really bother me one way or the other. However, I think it is great that
some people want to stay together even though a lot of people around them
think it is wrong.

Ben Escobedo, Sophomore -

Shana Castillo, senior -

No, I don ' t think it is a very good idea. In my opinion gay marriages are
immoral. It is not advised in religion , nor the U.S. Constitution. Considering that
the United States is the country that provides the most civil liberties and choices,
and we still don ' t think it's right should tell you something. The Constitution
clearly defines marriage as the union between a man and a woman. Furthermore,
it goes against all morals and values this country has tried to defend. Not only
that, but you have to know that this will have a very detrimental affect on any
children involved. Legalization is definitely not necessary.

It does not really matter to me. Personally, I don't want to be involved in a
same-sex marriage, but if that is what other people want to do they should be
able to. Who are we to say that it is right or wrong for two people to be in
love? I would not frown upon them, nor should anyone else because each
person is entitled to his/her own opinion. One of the great things about the
United States is that citizens have the right to their own opinion and are
allowed to voice whenever they want to. Morals and values are based on personal opinion.

Daylight savings begins this week
If you how up at work an hour early monday morning, it is because you forgot to move your clock one hour
back Sunday.
Daylight savings goes into affect Sunday. So do not forget to wind your clocks one hour back before retiring to
bed Saturday night.

Support
our
Advertisers

Course Description

Hours

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives.

7 days a week
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Requirements

Prerequsite

Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 11 0 lbs. min
Good Health
Student I.D.
No history of Hepatitus

1)Need extra
income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that
you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

Expected Result
Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

Time
Approximately
2 hours a week

FIRST DONATION - $20 With student
I.D. Up to $100 in just two weeks!
Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating. It's like
being paid to study!

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER
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• CROSSWORD MADDNES S •
ACROSS
1 Underground
growth
5 Leading
10 Prizefight
14 Pol<er stake
15 Blend together
16 Too
17 ·1-man with .. ."
18 Window sections
19 Lively dance
20 Grow
22 Bring back
24 Section
25 Regret
26 Fight against
29 Able to read and
write
34 State of 11.Jrmoil
35 Gave up. as
territory
36 Auction action
37 Ripped
38 Talked wildly
39 Sharp pain
40 Printing
measures
41 Walking sticks
42 Shieh loosely
43 Go without
booze
45 Great strain
46 Tomd
4 7 Canvas shelter
48 Large ape
52 Greek letter
56 Allege
57 Wed secretly
59 Grotto
60 Kitchen vessels
61 Mature
62 Reclines
63 Coin opening
64 Fast horse
65 Makes a mistake
DOWN
1 Inclined surface
2 Outstanding
thing
3 - Preminger
4 Recipe amount
5 Electrical
measure
6 Valentine
symbol

14

17

60
63

C 1996 Tribune MecW s.mces. Inc
~ts rn8'V9d.

A•

LACK . . . . ..,.. .
7 Sea btrd
8 Ripening agent
9 Left high and dry
10 Swap
J. 0
S II II i i o 3 3 J.
11 Bread spread
3 d I
S 3
.§ N
12 Consumer
I~
1
3 d 0 1
II 3
' 3 " If O
13 Painting on
N O 1 I S d 3 ■ If 1 1 I II
metal
J. 0 H •
21 Waive
• J. IN 3 J.
23 Tool< court
J. 0 J. 3
s s 3 11 · n a ■
action
3 J. s " 11 ■ S 3 H If o ■ S
26 Group ol eight
!) N If d I a
3 " If II ■ N II
27 Call
0 I
a 3 0 3 o • S 0 If

sl

--,

--

28 Analyze

grammabcally

29 Even

30 15th of March
31 Lower in rank
32 Adds color
33 Aims
35 First miracle site
38 Poisonous
snakes
39 Tiny speck
41 Chilly
42 Breakfast Items
44 Desire for dnnk

11

"

e■
3 J. If II

I

1 S
If d

""

-

O !)

WELL. l'M HAVING TROU~LE
TASTING THE DIFFERENCE ~ETWHN
THE NEW (OLORE0 M-1-·Ms.

0

3 J. 1
N 3
OJ.

('£,!1.,.

1.-11<'£ SIS'<P>\VS
I tJ •(I\A-,- uf!..E'. e: t<
M'-<1'>\ . PVSf4 tNC.
-r>\E" SAME'. Fl.oc.t<,
UP 1'>\E'. SAM€ ~11..L
t>A'1 Ar"t"e: II- "DA -{ ,
Af"-re!I- t>A--(,
Af""1'€"P- 'CA-i
s:
<

---

H 0
I , ■ 3 S 0 d d 0
J. II If d
- 3 n 11
3 II 0 J. S 3 11 ■ II 3 d S 0 II d
I y J. 3"
..
Yd
3
s
I
3 N
1 3
I 3 0 II 3R I ii J. N If
0 S

·-

3

J.

-■

1 "
J. n 0 II

I o

" i i HY I

45 Rely (upon)
47 Brave·s home
48 Open spaces
49 Ellipse
50 Gambling

mecca

n~ Pan

J. 0 OJI.

51 Landed

53 Den

54 Finished
55 Loch - monster
58 Unclose, to
poets

American

CAS 170
1201 W. University Dr. Edinburg, TX 78539
DEADLINE: Noon Friday
(Insert wording in spaces below)

FUNDRAISER • Mottvated

groups needed to eam S500+
promoting AT&T, Discover,
gas and retail cars. Since
1969, we've helped thousands
of groups raise the money
they need Call Candice at
(800)592-2121 ext. 196.
Free CD to qualified callers.

Translations - Spa.Eng.
General typing - Resume
Term & research papers
UlSer Printing, spellcheck
Free estimates
Patricia - 380 - 3535

LOSE WEIGHT

How to Buy a Car with
Little of No Credit!

Free Cleansing Soup Recipe
Plus Fal Fighters Caplets
Free 3-day Tnal Available
Send $2 and SASE to
Recipe Dept. P11
210 E. Sprague
Edinburg, TX 78539

Highly detailed 33 page Manual.
5 day money back guarantee,
Send $19.95,
Check or Money Order:
Acadia Publishing
Rt. 11 , 792
Edinburg, TX 78539

Future Teachers Master the EXCet!!!
Money Back Guarantee

ANYTHING GOES TYPING
Professional
Fa.st & Affordable
Computerized type
Editing
664-2922

www.excet.com

Call Ray
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5
Bronc volleyball v .
Texa A&M-Kingsville, 7 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.

TOD AY

History Movie
Night, The Wind and the Lion, 7
p.m., LA 101.

Senior Recital, Debbie
Jasso, flute, 8 p.m., Recital Hall.

TOD AY

6

Philosophy Club
meets 12-1 in LA 101. Guest
Speaker.

6ATUQ.DAY

MBA
Toastmasters Club, 10 a.m., BA
113.

6ATLJQ.D AY

Carnival,
7 to 11 p.m., UT Pan American
Field House. Food, fun, games
and mu ic by "Cro sfire."

6UNDAY
Bronc occer
vs. UT Pan
American
Alumni,
exhibition, 4
p.m.,
Soccer
Stadium.

TLJ(:_6DAY

Barbecue
for international tudent at UT
Pan American , 7 p.m.,
Hidalgo County Hi torical
Mu eum. Spon ored by
International Women's Board,
UT Pan American Foundation.

5

Faculty Forum, noon,
McAllen Country Club. Doug
Bartley, former busine s professor, on his return from Russia.
Sponsored by UT Pan American
Alumni Association, 381- 2500.

7

Philosophy Club meets
12-1 in LA 101. Guest Speaker.

7

Showcase (Comedy)
Noon - l p.m. UC Circle.

9

MBA

Toa tmasters Club,\.-/
10 a.m., BA 113.

l

I

History Movie Night,
"The Old Gringo," 7 p.m. , LA
101.

I I Application deadline
for arena registration for Spring
1997.

'

I 2 Bronc ba ketball v .
Monterrey Tech, Mexico,
internati onal exhibition,
7:30 p.m., Fieldhouse.

'T Pan American
Folkloric Dance Company in
concert with the UT Pan
American Mariachi. 7 p.m., Fine
Arts Audi torium .

2

Bronc occer v .
Schreiner College, 2 p.m.,
Soccer Stadium.

6

I
Bronc
basketball vs.
U.S. Army, exhibition, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.

I 2 UT Pan
American Jaa Ensemble
Conet:rt. 8 p.rn .. FtnL
rh Auditorium.

Carol," by
Charles
Dickens at
the
University
Theatre.

7

2 I Showcase
(Band) Noon - 1 p.m.
UC Circle.

UT Pan American
Folkloric Dance Company in
concert with the UT Pan
American Mariachi, 2 p.m., Fine
Arts Auditorium.

22

7

23

8

Pool & dart tournament, pon ored by UPB, 3 - 6
p.m. Rec room in UC.

1

3 I Showca e (Open Mike)
Noon - l p.m. UC Circle

I -2

Lady Bronc basketball
vs. U.S. All-Armed Forces,
exhibition, 5 p.m. Fieldhouse.

4

t

3
Senior Recital, Eddie
Mendez, trumpet, 8 p.m.,
Recital Hall.

I6

2 3 G 2 Renaissance
Fea t by mu ic department, 6:30
p.m., dinner and program,
University Ballroom.

I O Valley
Symphony
Orche tra
Concert featuring
Broadway mu ical
choruse , 3 p.m.,
Fine Art
Auditorium. (6305355 for information.)

Bronc volleyball v-;.
We-;tern Kcntuck}. 7 p.m ..
F1cld-hou-;c.

I 5 Bronc-O-Lympics,
spon ored by UBP 2 - 4 p.m.
Quad.

Bronc basketball vs.
McMurry University, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhou e.

9

Bronc
volleyball vs.
' Lamar
University, 7
p.m.,
Fieldhouse.
.\-,

October 24, 1996

6

2
Lady Bronc ba ketball
v . Texa A&M-King ville,
5 p.m., Fieldhou e.

6

2
UT Pan American
Band Concert, 8 p.m., Fine Arts
Auditorium.

Bronc basketball vs.
Angelo State, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.

UT Pan
American
Folkloric
Dance
Company in
concert with
the UT Pan
American
Mariachi, 2
p.m., Fine Arts
Auditorium.

IO

Valley Symphony
Orche tra and Chorale, holiday
pops concert, 8 p.m., McAllen
Civic Center. (Call 630-5355 for
information and tickets.)

27

I I Deadline to pay for
Spring 1997 telephone registration.

27

I 2- I 3 Limited departmental final examinations; Dead
Day.

28-30

I
MBA Toa tma ter
Club, 10 a.m., BA 113, open to
all students and the public

Lat day to drop or
withdraw through the Office of
Admission and Records.
Re idence hall close
for Thank giving holiday at
6:30 p.m.

4

Thank giving
ho lidays. No
classes.

I 4- I 9

·.:':..:.,

2 I

Fi nal Exams

Commencement

4

I
Sho\\case
(Band ) oon - I p.m.
UC C ircle.

4

I
UT Pan American
Alumni A ociation award banquet, 7 p.m. , Univer ity
Ballroom.

3

Lady Bronc ba ketball
v . Oral Robert Univer ity,
time TBA. Fieldhou e.

If your organization has an upcoming campus event that is free to
UTPA students, The Pcm America11
would like to post it here. Send it to

fASJ70. · Deadline Noon Friday.
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ALARM

INSTALLA TION
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BLACK EAGLE 3000
• Starter Kill Output
• LED S1ab.Js lndcator
• 12&t> Muti-Tone Siren
• Security ~ &Aeportrg
, • Two, Dual Butloo One Chamel Tr.w1Sl1litlels
PROGRAMMABLE FEATURES

0©®o©

reg~
109.95

• 2.0wtaacn R ' - T -

• -Panc

• 6 Fln:ion lJilv,oollc LEO

c.i,,o,ocLED

:=:.i=~

..i = ~

• Audible Contirma1lon of Arm/Olsat
• lnatanl S.-en Adrvauon

• ~ Decibel Mulll•IOOO Sven

tarter disable
• Instant Suen AcUvauon
• High Decbel Mulh·tone Stren

-~ ~ ~ - v

• P'°'ected Yalel Overnde
• Part"ng Ughl FlaSher
• SeleclableChupoooroN

• Protected Vafe1 Ovemdll

0~~o©

~ fl 'i)(i\ ~

reg poce

~ u~~~

129.95

~:.:'

0-TRDNI CS MAKES YOU FEEL THE MUSIC
V\IINDCJ.V\I TINTING -YOU CAN TINT NOW-AND PAY LATER!
WE HAVE A PACKAGE THAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU

pJ
CDX-52 CD CHANGER
•Bx Oversampling, 1-Bit D/A
•Active Servo Control
-Convenient 10-dics magazine
•Horizontal or vertical mounting
XR-C300 Cassette
Reciever/ CD contoller
•25W x 4 high power output
•Unilink™CD/MD changer control
•Full detachable face

ECONO -TINT

JC>~~SC>~
vvl n clow lllrns

•Natural Color,
• ;
~ • •
•l,:p In 66"4 . heat rcJCction
•t\allnnal L1k11mc \\arrnn1y ) ,;j !} ':J:.J

•l'p lo4W, hl.'al rejection
•l.1fc11tnc "-arranl)

•Smokl! cnlm, only

:yJ
;. :";)
,
;·

)

•GomJ hcai rc.:-jc:i.:lli in

_., t H),JJ

631-5300 TINTING EXPRESS 1-(800)-807-5360
320 S. 10th street McAllen TX inside D-TRONICS !
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Art club awaits decision
Rita Castro

.,., , Pan American
At this time, no official art club exists for
UTPA students. This year's pon or, Dr. Nancy
J. Moyer, said that, "The paperwork was turned
in late." The Visual Art Society remains inactive until the Committee on Student
Organizations approves the proposal.
"Art students intere ted in joining the Visual
Art Society are currently awaiting the approval
of the constitution," said Moyer. "Until it is
approved, it' not possible for art students to
make any plans." Since the Visual Art Society
does not officially exist, it cannot participate in
events, such as"The Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin."
Moyer is optimistic that the constitution will
be approved soon. ''The Visual Art Society is an
organization whose goal is to enrich the knowledge of art and provide focu for student
artists."
Aleida Garcia, pre ident, said,"We will be
unable to participate in art show because we
won't meet their deadlines." Garcia i hopeful
that the approval of the con titution will be
soon.
"The empha i , on past group , has been to
et up exhibitions as a group," Moyer aid. "Art
exhibitions that are not po sible for individual
to do on their own." She adds that, "Art stu?ent hav~ had their work out in the community
m profe 10nal situations."
Moyer said that thi year's recruits are
"Student that eem to have an intere t i~
touching base with artists." She added that
"Each group decide what their goals are.,,'

Moyer aid, ''The Visual Art Society is directed to tudio people. This includes painters,
ceramics, printmakers, sculptors, jewelers, art
historians and the list goes on." She said,''The
starving artist is a myth." She say that an art
student can easily set up a shop. "Jewelry people can et up a business and the same is true
for a potter. Serious artists have to be willing to
put the time in."
"We are holdings meetings, as we wait for the
con titution to be approved," Garcia says.
Members are making plans that focus on showing their works. She hope the members don't
lo e interest and get discouraged because they
have not yet been approved. "Some students
have already started saying that we're all talk."
Garcia remains optimistic because a group of
people are still attending the meetings. She
says, "I plan to encourage more participation
from students that tend to be introverted with
their work."
"Some cla ses are a heavy load for students,
and I under tand why many art students don't
want to get involved in a club," say Garcia.
S~e goe~ on to ay that he is sure that many
thmg will be accompli hed with the help of the
previous advisor, and Dr. Moyer's positive peronality.
Will the Visual Art Society become an official
organization this emester? According to Sandra
Ro ale of Student Development, the committee
reviewed the con titution, and that, "the constitution will be approved once it is in compliance
with Univer ity regulations." She states that
''The member can come over, a k que tions
~bout any ~oncerns and complaints." Anyone
interested m the Vi ual Art Society may contact Dr. Nancy J. Moyer at 381-3481.

Look! It's the Great Pumpkin
Holly Meisel
The

Pan American

Ghouls and ghosts will
scare up fun for Carnival
of the Great Pumpkin 96'
from 7 to 11 p.m. thi
Satuday in the Fieldhou e.
Live entertainment will
be provided by
"Crossfire", a local band
who play everything from
country, to rock to tejano
music hits.
The University
Program Board spon or
the event every year as a
fund raiser for university organizations.
This year, IO food booths and 12 game
booths will offer taste treats and fun for students and the general public.
UPB will also provide a gladiator joust

game for adult as well a a play area for
kid two years and older, provided they have
at lea t one food booth ticket or two tickets
from a game booth. They will al o ell
glow-in-the-dark necklace for $1.50
75 cents.
and bracelet for
Booth will be judged objectively
by faculty member who are not
involved with the organization
for the best booth decoration
contest. Cash prizes will be
given for fir t place-$250,
2nd place-$150, and 3rd
place-$100. One $50 cash
prize will also be awarded
for be t costume.
"The Carnival of the Great
•
Pumpkin i de igned as an event
to bring organizations together and
to celebrate Halloween safely," Dalinda
Garcia, president of the University Program
Board, said. "Everyone is welcome to stop
by, snack on food, listen to some great music
and have fun."
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Leave something
on the table
Okay, How many of you think that
you should tip your waiter or waitress
10%?
If you said yes, let me guess, you are
from Mexico? No offense, but obviously not everyone knows how to tip.
In Mexico, they tip 10% because the
waiters get more money per hour than
in the United States. In the states a

Yancy Quintanilla
waiter averages $2.15 an hour plus tips.
I have been waiting tables for the past
seven years and I have to admit. .. waiting tables has been the most stressful
job I have ever had.
First, there is stress not only from the
manager breathing down your back,
b~t also from cooks who do not appreciate that customers are picky. Then
there are the customers who will run
you ragged, then tip you like it was
1930.
Now let us discuss the extremely long
hours ... Most hifts average around five
to seven hour . This does not include
opening or closing dutie . Opening
ervers may work two or three hours
before opening; likewise, closing waiters may stay as late as four or five in
the morning! Remember that these
servers are still making an average of
$2.15 per hour, No Tip!
Alright, now we can talk about you
dollar-tipper . Receiving a dollar tip is
a slap in the face. Did I mention that we
tip out bartenders, bussers, and some~mes hostesses? Servers, on an averge
hp out 1.5% of their total food sales ...
Or an average of five to ten dollars per
shift.
Also, servers are taxed on the tips
they make, so the infamous 2 an hour
can stoop as low as $1.50 an hour. Wait
a minute, are we still in the 20th century? What about the recent amendment
to the minimum wage law? Servers did
not get a penny more per hour. What is
up with that?
I can understand if your waiter gave
you bad service, and you left him a couple of dollars; but come on, do not
order one of everything on the menu
and then complain that you do not have
the money for a tip.
Sure, there are nights when we, the
servers hit the jackpot. On the whole,
however, we work very hard for our
money. So the next time you go out to
~t remember, tipping is not only for
cows, IT'S 15%!
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Pearson's talents emerge on the stage
Joe Lara
n,,

Pan American

One of the talented ca t member that made la t week' run of
"Death of a Salesman ' uch a ucce i Geoffrey Pear on. Thi ucce did not come by chance since "Death of a Sale man" mark the
21-year-old actor' eighth production with the university theater. It
took experience and dedication to make thi time-warping play a triumphant reality for the theater department.
Pearson has appeared in "Little Foxes", "A Lion in Winter", "All in
the Timing", and last summer ' "I n't It Romantic." Pear on al o performed in the Harlingen Country
Playhou e earlier this year.
Pearson graduated from high chool in
1993 and in 1995 moved to the Rio
Grande Valley. He i a ophomore
enrolled in 15 hour of general education cour e , and had previou ly
attended a community college in St.
Loui , Mi ouri.
In "Death of a Salesman", Pear on
took the demanding role of Biff
Loman. Before thi performance, hi
roles in univer ity production had all
been either mall or humorou . All this
changed after having to cry, laugh, and
cream in five minutes worth of Biff
Loman' character.
Pear on rehear es for four hour a
night, six nights a week, for a period of
ix weeks per play. He feels lucky and
Geoffrey Pearson

comfortable being at a mailer
univer ity becau e it ha
offered him role that he otherwi e could not attain at a
larger univer ity.
"Here, no one ha to fight
for a role. Everyone gets one,"
he aid. Pear on de cribe the
theater ca t a , "one big family that get along really well. '
According to him,"the only
mall inconvenience that our
production have i that we
have uch a mall thru t theater to work with."
Pear on has al o given part
of hi time to make promotional appearance for the theater on local televi ion.
De pite the demand , he al o
lo a r cent performance, Pearson
manage to keep a part-time
displays his talent and dedlcatlon
job at a cafe.
Pear on' next project will be the role of Bob Cratchit in the upcoming "A Chri tma Carol." He also plan to audition for the mu ical
"Dragons" thi pring.
Pearson' goal i to act in film and televi ion. He plan to continue
his education at UTPA and move to California after graduation. So
keep an eye out for this actor who is saying to the entertainment
world, "I know what I want, and I'm going to get it!"

UTPA Come get a good deal 10% discount with UTPA ID
Waffle with coffee jU
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Saturday, Ocfober 26, 1996
At tF,e UTPA Ffordf,ouse
7 :00 p. m. to 11 :00 p. m .
Adm;ss ;on FREE fo arr UTPA
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University Program Board!
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Breakfast Croissant

CROSSFtRE
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13agd - Coffee
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All Burgers & Sandmiches made to order.
Large Burger 1/4 lbw/mustard, lettuce, tomato, pickles &onions$ 1.49
Fish Sandwich I/4 lb. Boneless Cod w/mlfO lettoc, tomato! &~ickles $ I •99
J •lJ • •I • 0 •R • S Chicken w/ mayo, I et tu ce & tomato ........ $ I •79

P1llte.S

Chicken 3 pcs plate side salad fries 2 rolls, lemon &tartar sauce ..................... $ 3.49
fish 3 pcs. plate side salad, fries, 2rolls, lemon &tartar sauce ................................. $ 3. 99
Shrimp 6 lg pcs., Side salad, fries, 2rolls, lemon &tartar sauce____···--·-·-··-S 4. 79
Chicken 2 steaks w/gravy, side salad, fries, 2 rolls, 1/2 Order.................. $ 3.99

Jr o p
__________________ ________. L -~~ 2_ f::r!::_5~ !:e~v~i~ ~~~d:~ _:n!, ~h~ ~ff~_ .J
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Lady Broncs clobber USL, fall to UNO
said. "Considering
it was 'Parent's
Weekend' it was a
lot of pressure on
The UTPA volleyball
us,
but we work
team came home to a crowd
well under presof almost 500 at the field
sure."
house last Saturday. The
"It was an emotional
Lady Broncs played host to
struggle the whole
two Sun Belt Conference
way through,"
rivals. The University of
Christine
Phillips
Southwestern Louisiana
said,
who
had 24
Lady Cajun came gunning
kills
in
the
outing.
for a victory at the UTPA
''It's nice to have a
Fieldhouse. But what they
crowd-a whole
got was an entirely different
bunch of people
scenario.
behind
you, cheerThe Lady Broncs tarted
ing."
out the day flat, allowing
Christine Alvarez
the Lady Cajuns to jump
added 17 kills for
ahead two games to none.
the
Lady Broncs.
The UTPA women lo t a 4The
game was
1 lead to end the first game
The Lady
amazing.
at 13-15.
Broncs were jumpThe second game seemed
Reina Martinez/"" Pan American
ing,
dodging, and
Lady Broncs huddle around head coach Oscar Segovia during a time-out against Southwestern
to be on it's way to a blow
sliding
across the
Louisiana.
The
Lady
Broncs
came
from
behind
to
whip
the
Lady
Cajuns
lo
five
games.
out, as the Lady Broncs
court.
They
did
exploded ahead with a 10-2
whatever
it
took
to
But
the
Lady
Broncs
slipped
away
from
vicrun. USL came back however, twice cutting
get
the
win.
And
it
all
paid
off.
tory
once
again,
losing
the
thriller
16-18.
an 8 point lead by the Lady Broncs at 10-2,
But all the acrobatics were to no avail on
But it was all over for the Lady Cajuns.
and once again at the 14-6 mark. The Lady
Sunday
when the Lady Broncs took on the
After
losing
the
first
two,
the
Lady
Broncs
Cajuns finally tied the game at 15 apiece.
of New Orleans.
University
roared back from two game behind to win the
"Find a way out!," Coach Segovia shouted
first Sun Belt Conference game at home, 3-2.
across the gym to his players. The audience
See VOLLEYBALL p. 21
The Lady Bronc played with much intensicheer was ear-piercing. The crowd was on it's
ty
during
their
first
win.
feet as the Lady Broncs tied it at 15.
"We all came together," Senior Lisa Yanez
"Zero, Zero," shouted Segovia.

Oscar Gonzalez
Sports Editor

Broncs, Lady Broncs
showcase their talents
at Midnight Madness

Reina Mart111l'z 'Tht.~Pan American

Rene Salamao protects the ball from a possible steal.
The Broncs competed against each other In an lntrasquad
scrimmage.

The UTPA basketball team showca ed their talents during last week's succesful
Midnight Madnes .
The audience, about 2500 of the craziest organisms in the Valley, seemed hungry for
ba ketball a they roared throughout the scrimmages.
The evening' basketball extravaganza began with the Lady Broncs doing their thing
on the court. The quad was divided in half producing a green team and a white. The
Lady Bronc dashed back and forth trying to get the best of the other team. There
weren't any out tanding indivi<luals as the evening belonged to the team as a whole.
There wa no holding back a both team tried to stick it to the other.
The men ' · team oon followed. The player were excited, and it provided for an
exceptional evening of glamour. The crowd wa both in awe and frantic a the Bronc
slammed their way into another year of Midnight Madnes . Although the green quad
beat up on the white, both team know that, when the eason begin , both will be united
to form a powerful quad.
Both quads, although recently beginning the tart of the sea on, eemed to be clo e to
full throttle. But it is likely that there i more to be een.
Thi year's Midnight Madnes will be difficult to surpas next year, as the bleacher
were a few hort of being to capacity. Although hailed a one of the better events compared to the past, Midnight Madne is only a reminder of what basketball i all about.
Leave the re t up to the player .
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Carreon finishes second
Sports Information
Peter Carreon charged five miles over the hilly
Texas National Golf Course to finish second by
four strides Monday and carry UTPA to a victory
in the University of Houston's Cougar Cross
Country Classic.
"We're going into conference with a win-the
bug one is the next one," Scott Richardson said
after coaching the Broncs' first-ever team win at
Houston.
The Lady Broncs finished third, one point out of
second place.
Carreon raced the five miles in 26:23, losing by
four seconds to Vance Reyes of Houston. Mike
Hernandez grabbed fifth for UTPA in 26:35. Joe
Medina took eight, Camilo Garcia 13th and Eddie
Navarette 14th to complete the scoring. Peter

VOLLEYBALL, from pg. 20 _ __
The Lady Broncs were on a mean streak, winning four in a row heading into Sunday's match.
After jumping ahead, 4-3, the Lady Broncs could
only muster up five total points to UNO's 15. The
Privateers darted forward and never looked back
throughout the match-up.
After dropping the second game to the
Privateers, the Lady Bronc seemed to be geared up
for another comeback. But the Privateers took
charge in the final game.
Being down 8-14, the Lady Broncs managed to
stall the Privateers for a while. But victory was on

Get out of my way!

Trevino got 21 t and Rollie Sal ina 37th out of 62.
The Broncs won with 42 points, even ahead of
Houston. Sam Houston got third at 84, followed
by Rice 87, Southwest Texas State 126, Lamar
144 and Prairie View A&M 185.
Fre hman Kacey Warrick led the Lady Bronc in
fourth place, running 19:06 to Sonia Garza' winning 18:37 for Southwest Texas. Lydia Reye
grabbed 10th, Melissa Dearth 11th, Angie
Jaramillo 20th and Britni Bluntzer 23rd for UTPA
among 48 women. April Orie ran 26th and
Carmel Myer 29th.
"Some of the kids probably aren 't too happy
with their times, but it was a very tough course,"
Richardson said. "Carreon did a great job, ran
with the leader most of the race, and i capable of
beating him. Peter has been our leader all year
and we' re going into the conference with full guns."
hand for the Privateers a they swept the Lady
Broncs in three games.
Head Coach Oscar Segovia says that playing a
second game in less than 24 hour wa n ' t a factor.
"We' ve got to be prepared," he said. "Twentyfour hours, 23 hours it doesn' t really matter.
"You' re a Division I institution, that has an automatic bid to the national champion hip."
Segovia says that it is probable that the emotions
were high from the previous day's victory over
USL, the Lady Broncs first regular season home
game. Segovia says that the mistakes were mental
errors .

Uza Longoria/The Pan American

Bronc Adrian Ausucua tries to bump off a South Alabama
player during Sunday's mini-tournament. The Broncs
won, 3-1 over the defending Sun Belt Conference champions.

"It affects you," Segovia said. "We can match
up with any team in the Sun Belt Conference.
We' ve already played the toughest two teams in the
conference."
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Thundercloud Sub's, the coolest. laid back. sandwich deli to hit the Valley. We pride ourselves by fulfilling our commitment to serve you only the freshest, fastest and healthiest
samplings all made from scratch- IMAGINE THAT!! Our award winning subs are second to
none, serving the tastiest ingredients. with bread made daily from scratch by the bread
pro's at the Esquisita Bakery. Our homemade soup can only be compared to your grandmother's secret recipe (Don't tell her though). For you salad counseirs, we offer a big fresh
salad with a large variety of add--0ns that even a dietician would approve. For those of you
itching on expanding your knowledge of SUD'S, we offer one of the largest selections of
@:Jl]l" ~ ~ ~ imports (Be careful with the Guiness).
Finish your meal with some of our
·
cookies. home-made brownies. and
l JI t I T t VI t l ~ U V ~ U , JI N
Rice Crispy Treats. If you want a
• TKY. &A\/0.•
quick meal or just want lo hang out
Just the~ he liked it.
and watch the tube, you 've found the
r~, m1cio (lOUD~UllT
place. Try us out and experience the
•5 different meats w/ Prov. & American Cheese crEATion of an incredible sandwich.
Check out our Dally specials • $1.50 Imported.

~i~

~•k al>out our cat•rii,g package,
also deliver for your coQvienc:et
'Y/• QOW bave 3ft, 4ft, 8i 6ft
~loudburst subs to 1atify al)y party!
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Athletics highlight weekend at UTPA
Soccer, Volleyball win SBC games
0 car Gonzalez
Sport Editor
When it rain , it pour .
Halfway through the eme ter, Bronc team found their way back home. After a drought all
ea on long, not refering to the weather, UTPA wa bombarded with home game . The Lady
Bronc volleyball team played their fir t Sun Belt Conference opponent at home, which al o
happened to be the fir t regular ea on game played at the UTPA Fieldhou e. For that matter,
the occer team played ju t it' second opponent at home la t Friday.
It wa a long time coming, but both team made ure that the fan would not be disappointed.
The cometition began early a the Bronc occer team faced off against Vanderbilt Univer ity
Commodore on Friday. The UTPA quad, who hadn ' t won a Sun Belt Conference game all
eason. wa ready for the one of the better SBC team who hadn't lo t any.
The Bronc battled beautifully. They held the be t team in the conference to zero point in
the first half, which left the Commodore biting their nail the whole way. Although the
Commodore went on to a 3-0 victory, the Bronc had played one of their fine t game . This
wa perhap the key to a
more ucce ful game two
day later.
The Bronc faced conference foe South Alabama on
Sunday. The Hilltopper
had accounted for five
traight conference title up
until last ea on. Thi
year' quad i n't the ame
team that it wa la t year,
but they are the defending
champion .
I
But defending champ or
not, the Bronc were ready
Reina Martinez/The Pan
to take charge. And they
American
Lady Bronc Vivian Montemayor dlgs one out as Cita Jimenez and
did.
Bellnda Lara look on. The Lady Broncs went 1-1 at home this weekThe Bronc clearly outplayed South Alabama ina
3-1 win.
The Lady Bronc did ome damage of
their own on Saturday.
The Lady Bronc opened up their
home turf again t the Univer ity of
Southwe tern Loui iana. The Lady
Cajun proved to be a force after the
fir t two game , leading 2-0. But the
Lady Bronc would have none of that
a they crui ed on to win three traght
again t the Lady Cajun to win 3-2.
After uch an emotional match-up, the
Lady Bronc then took on the
Univer ity of ew Orlean .
The Privateer jumped out to a quick
Re111a Mart111,•4 Pan c\tnt!m:an
run. It looked a if the Lady
2-0
Lady Broncs battle It out for a loose ball. The Lady Broncs were runBronc were going to tage yet anothing and gunning during a scrimmage during Midnight Madness.
er come-from-behind win. But U 0
upre e a powerful urge by UTPA
by winning the la t game, 10-15.
Both Bronc basketball teams al o made their grand hello to the home crowd on Friday. The increa ingly popular Midnight Madne kicked off the roundball ea on with crimmages and other pectator oriented events uch a a free-throw contest and the like. Both team divided into green and white teams
and excited the crowd as they previewed what UTPA ba ketball ha to offer.
It wa an incredible weekend at UTPA, and from the look of things, Bronc athletics will be trong
contender in whatever area of sports they participate. The magnitude of athleticism seem right to make
Rema Martinez/"" Pan Amencan
a record breaking year at UTPA. Perhaps this year, we will have all sports knocking on that Sun Belt
Mldnlght Madness was full of spectacular feats . The
onference champion hip door.
Broncs' abilities were displayed on Friday night .

\.
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Y&S Medical
Uniform Center

I Attention Health Career Students I
Littman Lightweight Stethoscope.$39 .95
Lab Coats starting at .................... $25.95
Name tags ............................ ............ $ 7.95

ServJ11_g you with quality at super discount prices.
We honor Visa • Mastercard • Discover
Layaways Welcome • Larger Showroom
210 E. Cano
Edinburg
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DOUBLE YOUR DOLLARS AT

I

I

kinko•s

I
I

the copy center

:

"Our Name Says It All•

I
I
I

LATE NIGHT COPIES

8:00PM till Miduight

AUDIO • VIDEO
2201 Nolana

McAllen, TX 78504
(210) 631-2116

Just Bring in this Coupon for

500 S. Main
Customizing in
Home and Auto McAllen, TX 78504
(210) 630- 1146
Systems

I
second one 1
1 Buy one chicken dinner and get a
I FREE during the month of October with this I
card.
student I.D. _____
coupon and your
IL ________
JI
________

s~1'e 3 1/ 2¢ ( )

McAllen Miniature G@lf

Copies c~~~~~ ~~~~ke~h~; 3~i~1

9701 N. 10th• McAllen

Color Copies • Binding
IBM & • Desktop Publishing
Open 24 HOURS • 7 Days a \\leek
100I S. H/th St. • ~lcAlkn . ·1X
<21 oi 682 -4040 • rJx(21oi 682- ➔ uu

Ear Acupunc ture
ONLY $ IS PER WEEK
Xiang Fang has 1Oyears experience as a Chinese doctor and acupuncturists.

•

Monday Nite Football
Dart League forming
Pool • Video Games • Bar & Grill
Wednesday is College Nite
(1/2 price golf & beer specials)

316-4900

up to 25 lbs a month. Looks nice on ear (gold clear tape)
No Pain , Also treat smok ing , headache
depression , sc iatica , neck & back pa in etc .

Natural Therapy Clinic

•
•
•
•

~

Professional Pla~a. 4309 - Suite A
N. 10th Sr., McAllen. Ph: (210) 682-4885

•

(Open 5 pm - Midnite • Sat. 2 pm - 1am)

WOULD 'yOLI HIRE Sc»Af.ONE WITHOUT AS1ABLE AIIlU.SS?
Rent aMailbox and protect your Future.

• Establish Credit
• Permanent Address
• Have Mail forwarded
•Helps in Job Hunt to have
stable address on resume

~-=----------

,4;--y ~/lffiffell7

Attention all Transportation &
Logistics, Management, Marketing,
and Communication Majors!
We are Central Transport Internationa l, Inc., one of the top LTL
motor carriers in the United States. We hire college graduates In
the above disciplines, train them in operations , and provide them
with opportunities for advancement in sales, logistics, management,
and more. We will be conducting on-campus interviews on:

2112 W. University Dr. • Edinburg • 380-1144
Present UTPA I. D. for discount

Reproductive Services
61 3 SESAME DRIVE \'-'EST

•

HARLINGEN

In association with AdopUon AlllHates

Tuesday, November 12

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

If you would like to know more about us and be considered for our
interview schedule , sign-up at the placement office todayl

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st t 2nd Trimester)
fllorning After Treatment
family Planning/Birth Control Counseling

We look forward to seeing you there!
Central Transport International, Inc.
c/o Human Resources
P.O. Box 80
Warren , Ml 48090

Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
Equal Opportu nity
Employer

CENTRAL TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL, INC.

FOK INroKMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95·800-010-128 7

An open road to opportunity

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health
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UTPA soccer destroys Hilltopp ers at home
Soccer takes 1-1 conference split as season winds down

Oscar Gonzalez
Sports Editor
The UTPA soccer program hosted the last Sun Belt
Conference mini-tournament here last weekend. The
Broncs, who hoped to come out of it with a win, didn't
fare too well at home on opening day.
The Broncs opened up the weekend on Friday
against Vanderbilt The Broncs, for the second home
game in a row, battled out a scoreless game in to the
half. The Broncs had battled Oral Roberts University
to a scoreless tie midway through their game.
But the Commodores had a late second half surge to
shoot past the Broncs. Vanderbilt, who leads the conference in soccer, was held to no points until the 55th
minute of the game. The Commodores led 1-0 until a
few minutes before the end of regulation. Vanderbilt
then scored one more during injury time to win the
first tournament game, 3-0.
The Broncs found themselves in a very physical
game. Two ejections were handed out to players on
both for a shoving incident. Vanderbilt's Telly Ladoo
was in for just a few minutes before inciting a reaction
from Bronc, Danny Cortez. Both players had to sit out
a game since they were red-carded by the official.
The Commodores are a strong favorite to win the
Sun Belt Conference tournament, along with
Ja~ksonville. The Commodores didn't have so much

difficulty with Western Kentucky as they encountered
aga;nst the Bronc , however. The Commodores pummeled the Hilltoppers by 9-0.
The UTPA Broncs returned to action on Sunday
against South Alabama. The Jaguars have taken the
last five Sun Belt Conference tournaments. The Jags
also knocked off UTPA at the 1995 semifinals during
the Sun Belt Conference tournament in overtime, 4-1.
So it was exceptionally sweet to beat them 3-1 at
home. This was the first conference game won at
home all year. And head coach Miguel Paredes is very
comfortable with that fact.
"It feels great," be said after the game. "I think all
our players played great"
"If I we're going to single out anybody, I would like
to single out the great job that the forwards did."
Is he happy about the win?
"I'm pretty satisfied. It could have been four, but
I'm still pretty happy."
Paredes referred to an attempt by Jesus "Pollo" Leon
with 1:30 left in the game.
Leon's kick came when the Hilltopper's goalie fell
to the floor as Leon shook him with a fake, which left
Leon with an open shot that bounced off the ~ bar.
The Broncs won without starting goalie, Marcelo
Paredes, who underwent surgery for a broken bone in
his right hand. Paredes expects to return in the spring.
The Broncs cap off the rest of the year with an exhibition game against the UTPA alumni and Schreiner.

Liza Longoria/Th< Pan American

Mike Espinoza bumps heads with an opponent
during this weekend's action.
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Closner Edinburg, TX
381-9797

PIZZAS WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE.
NO PHONE ORDERS WILL BE TAKEN ON THIS DAY.
No substitutions. Round pizzas only. L1m1t 5 pizzas Valid at this Little caesars location only. Carry out only. No dehvenes.
This will be only menu item available on October 28. Sorry no Rain Checks.
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